CUSTOMER REQUEST FORM
RING RE‐SIZING
(STERLING SILVER .925)
We will gladly re‐size NEARLY any NightRider ring; you pay only a small fee and shipping costs. While we will try to
accommodate all re‐sizing requests, please be aware that not all rings can be re‐sized. Due to the complex nature of some
ring designs, re‐sizing is not always an option and rings that can be re‐sized can only go up or down one size. Please refer to
the ring’s description on our website which will state if this is a ring that can be re‐sized.
If the ring is re‐sizable then the cost for re‐sizing a silver ring is $50. For rings that cannot be re‐sized or rings that need to
be sized more than one ring size you will be given a 50% credit towards the purchase of a ring of the IDENTICAL style only.
Using the address below, pack and seal your box securely. We recommend that you ship your package with a carrier who
will provide a tracking number and for security purposes do not write the word JEWELRY anywhere on your package. Once
received, your piece will be processed within 2‐3 business days and shipped back to you as soon as possible, but may take
up to three weeks depending on the condition of the piece. Our customer service department will contact you (using the
information below) when your piece is ready to be returned to process your payment for re‐sizing and shipping.
Please take a moment to fill out this form and place it in the box with your items. We recommend you keep a copy of this
form for your records.

Customer Name:
Phone Number:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:

Please list each ring in your package and tell us what size it is and what size you need:
Ring Name

Current Size

Size Needed

By signing below, I acknowledge my understanding that if the ring listed above is re‐sizable then the cost for re‐sizing is $50.
I also understand that in the case where a ring cannot be re‐sized or a ring needs to be sized more than one ring size the
customer will be given a 50% credit towards the purchase of a ring of the IDENTICAL style only.

Customer Signature

Date

426 N. Austin Drive, Chandler, AZ 85226  480-820-1447  800-566-8661 (toll free)
www.NightRiderJewelry.com

